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Abstract
Optical Flow (OF) is the input of a wide range of decision support systems such as car driver assistance, UAV
guiding or medical diagnose. In these real situations, the absence of ground truth forces to assess OF quality
using quantities computed from either sequences or the computed optical flow itself. These quantities are
generally known as Confidence Measures, CM. Even if we have a proper confidence measure we still need
a way to evaluate its ability to discard pixels with an OF prone to have a large error. Current approaches
only provide a descriptive evaluation of the CM performance but such approaches are not capable to fairly
compare different confidence measures and optical flow algorithms. Thus, it is of prime importance to define a
framework and a general road map for the evaluation of optical flow performance.
This thesis provides a framework able to decide which pairs ”optical flow - confidence measure” (OF-CM)
are best suited for optical flow error bounding given a confidence level determined by a decision support system.
To design this framework we cover the following points:
• Descriptive scores. As a first step, we summarize and analyze the sources of inaccuracies in the output of
optical flow algorithms. Second, we present several descriptive plots that visually assess CM capabilities
for OF error bounding. In addition to the descriptive plots, given a plot representing OF-CM capabilities
to bound the error, we provide a numeric score that categorizes the plot according to its decreasing profile,
that is, a score assessing CM performance.
• Statistical framework. We provide a comparison framework that assesses the best suited OF-CM pair
for error bounding that uses a two stage cascade process. First of all we assess the predictive value of the
confidence measures by means of a descriptive plot. Then, for a sample of descriptive plots computed
over training frames, we obtain a generic curve that will be used for sequences with no ground truth. As
a second step, we evaluate the obtained general curve and its capabilities to really reflect the predictive
value of a confidence measure using the variability across train frames by means of ANOVA.
The presented framework has shown its potential in the application on clinical decision support systems. In
particular, we have analyzed the impact of the different image artifacts such as noise and decay to the output
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Figure 1: Application of the thesis contributions.
of optical flow in a cardiac diagnose system and we have improved the navigation inside the bronchial tree on
bronchoscopy.
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